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HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, June 21, 1978.

The committee on Bills in the Third Reading, to whom was referred
the Bill to permit the use of certain types of headlights on motor
vehicles in the Commonwealth (House, No. 5519), report recom-
mending that the same be amended by the substitution of the
accompanying bill (House, No. 6036).

For the committee

JOHN E. MURPHY, Jr
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i the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Seventy-Eight

An Act providing for the use of certain quartz-halogen
HEADLIGHTS ON MOTOR VEHICLES.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in General
Court assembled, and by the authority of the same, as follows:

SECTION i. Section 7 of chapter 90 of the General Laws is
hereby amended by striking out the first paragraph, as most
recently amended by chapter 621 of the acts of 1975, and inserting
in place thereof the following paragraph;
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Every motor vehicle operated in or upon any way shall be

provided with brakes adequate to control the movement of such
vehicle and conforming to rules and regulations made by the
registrar, and such brakes shall at all times be maintained in good
working order. Every automobile shall be provided with at least
two braking systems, one of which shall be the service brake
system, and the other shall be the parking brake system, each with
a separate means of application, each operating directly or
indirectly on at least two wheels and each of which shall suffice
alone to stop said automobile within a proper distance as defined
in said rules and regulations; provided, that if such systems are
connected, combined or have any part in common, such systems
shall be so constructed that a breaking ofany one element thereof
will not leave the automobile without brakes acting directly or
indirectly on at least two wheels; and provided, further, that a
tractor having a draw-bar pull rating of ten horse power or less and
capable of a maximum speed of not more than eighteen miles an
hour and designed specially for use elsewhere than on the traveled
part of ways may be operated thereon if equipped with a single
braking system which shall suffice to stop such tractor within a
proper distance as aforesaid. Every automobile equipped with an
hydraulic braking system whether or not assisted by other means,
which provides braking action on four or more wheels, shall be
equipped with a service brake system so arranged as to providf
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29 separate systems for at least two wheels and so designed and
30 constructed that rupture or leakage-type failure of any single
31 pressure component of the service brake system, except structural
32 failures of the brake master cylinder body, effectiveness indicator
33 body, or other housing common to the divided system, will not
34 result in complete loss of function of the vehicle brakes when force
35 on the brake pedal is continued. “Pressure component” means any
36 internal component of the brake master cylinder or master control
37 unit, wheel brake cylinder, brake line, brake hose, or equivalent,
38 except vacuum assist components. Except in the case of a school
39 bus or fire apparatus, every motor vehicle and every tractor which
40 is designed and used for drawing another vehicle, having an
41 unladen weight of more than ten- thousand pounds, shall be
42 equipped with full air brakes or hydraulic brakes with vacuum
43 power assist or air power assist. All braking systems shall be
44 constructed and designed so as to permit modulated control of
45 brake application and release by the operator from the normal
46 operating position. Every trailer or semi-trailer having an unladen
47 weight of more than ten thousand pounds shall be equipped with
48 air or electric brakes. One braking system shall be so constructed
49 that it can be set to hold the automobile stationary. Every
50 motorcycle shall be provided with at least one brake adequate to
51 stop it within a proper distance as defined as aforesaid. Every
52 automobile used on a way by a person in giving driving instruction
53 for compensation shall be equipped with dual brake controls
54 whereby he may apply the brake while the pupil is driving. Every
55 motor vehicle so operated shall be provided with a muffler or other
56 suitable device to prevent unnecessary noise and with a suitable
57 bell, horn or other means of signalling, with suitable lamps, and
58 with a lock, key or other device to prevent such vehicle from being
59 set in motion by unauthorized persons, or otherwise contrary to
60 the will of the owner or person in charge thereof. Every automobile
61 operated during the period from one half an hour after sunset to
62 one half an hour before sunrise, and during any other period when
63 visibility is reduced by atmospheric conditions so as to render
W dangerous further operation without lights being displayed, shall
65 display at least two lighted white headlamps with at least one
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mounted at each side of the front of the vehicle or if parked within
the limits of a way at least one white or amber light on the side of
the automobile nearer the center of the way, and every motorcycle
so operated at least one white headlamp and every such motorcycle
with a sidecar attached, in addition, one such light on the front of
the sidecar, and every motor truck, trailer and commercial motor
vehicle used solely as such, having a carrying capacity of three tons
or over, in addition, an amber light attached to the extreme left of
the front of such vehicle, so attached and adjusted as to indicate the
extreme left lateral extension of the vehicle or load, which shall in
all cases aforesaid be visible not less than two hundred feet in the
direction toward which the vehicle is proceeding or facing;
provided, that an automobile need display no light when parked
within the limits of a way in a space in which unlighted parking is
permitted by the rules or regulations of the board or officer having
control of such way. Every motor vehicle and trailer so operated
shall be equipped with two rear lights mounted one at each side of
the rear of the vehicle so as to show two red lights from behind and
a white light so arranged as to illuminate and not obscure the rear
number plate and shall be equipped with two stop lights mounted
and displayed in a like manner of a type complying with minimum
standards tor construction and performance as the registrar may
prescribe; provided, however, that a two-wheeled motorcycle, an
antique motor car and a farm tractor need be equipped with only
one such rear red light and one suitable stop light in addition to the
number plate illuminator; and provided, further, that a trailer
having a gross weight of three thousand pounds or less which does
not obscure the required lights of the towing vehicle need be
equipped with only one such rear red light and one white light so
arranged as to illuminate and not obscure the rear number plate.
No motor vehicle so operated, except fire apparatus, ambulances,
or school buses, shall display a red light in the direction which the
vehicle is proceeding or facing; and no motor vehicle, except a
vehicle used solely for official business by any police department of
the commonwealth or its political subdivisions or any railroad
police department within the commonwealth, shall display a blue
light in the direction toward which the vehicle is proceeding or
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103 facing; provided, however, that the registrar by rules and
104 regulations may permit other vehicles to display such blue lights. A
105 fire department chaplain may display a flashing red light on his
106 vehicle. The registrar may also make such rules and regulations
107 governing or prohibiting the forward display of such other lights
108 on motor vehicles as he may deem necessary for public safety. In no
109 event, however, shall the registrar prohibit any commercial auto
HO parts dealer, motor vehicle repair shop or station from selling,
HI offering for sale or installing quartz-halogen headlamps which
112 receive a certificate of approval from the American Association of
113 Motor Vehicles Administrators or which meet the standards of the
114 Canadian Standard Association (CSA) nor shall any provision of
115 this section prohibit any person from using, purchasing or
116 installing a quartz-halogen headlamp as herein described. Every
117 motor vehicle or trailer so operated which carries a load or object
118 extending four feet or more beyond the cab or body ofsuch vehicle
119 shall display at the extreme rear end of such load or object a red
120 light plainly visible from a distance of at least five hundred feet to
121 the sides and rear, and shall display in place thereof a red flag or
122 cloth not less than twelve inches square during the period when
123 motor vehicles are not required to display lights. Every commercial
124 motor vehicle or trailer weighing, with its load, more than twelve
125 thousand pounds, shall, in addition to such rear light, be equipped
126 with a red reflector of a type complying with such minimum
127 standards for construction and performance as the registrar may
128 prescribe, so placed at the rear of such vehicle as to reflect rays of
129 light thrown upon such reflector from behind. No headlamp or
130 rear lamp shall be used on any motor vehicle so operated unless
131 such headlamp or rear lamp is of a type complying with such
132 minimum standards for construction and performance as the
133 registrar may prescribe. Every motor vehicle shall be equipped
134 with at least one mirror so placed and adjusted as to afford the
135 operator a clear, reflected view of the highway to the rear and left
136 side of the vehicle. Every motor vehicle or trailer, excepting
137 passenger motor vehicles, operated in or upon any way shall be
138 equipped with suitable guards which will effectively reduce the
139 spray or splash to the rear of mud, water or slush caused by the rear
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wheels thereof. Every passenger motor vehicle which is equipped
with tires which extend beyond the fenders or body of such vehicle
and which is operated in or upon any way shall be equipped with
flaps or suitable guards to reduce such spray or splash to the rear
and sides. Every motor vehicle registered in the commonwealth
which is privately owned and operated and designed for the
carriage of passengers and which is used primarily for pleasure or
for pleasure and business, including every such vehicle furnished
for hire by a rental car agency but excluding every such vehicle
used for public or commercial purposes, shall be equipped with
two seat safety belts for the use of occupants of the front seats. No
safety belt installed in a motor vehicle in accordance with the
provisions of this section or in accordance with the provisions
of federal law or the rules or regulations issued by the United
States Department of Transportation, shall be removed
from said motor vehicle except for the purpose of repairs. Every
motor vehicle registered in the commonwealth shall be equipped
with a device to permit the front and rear directional signals to
flash simultaneously, said device to be operated only when the
vehicle is disabled or stopped in the event of emergency on or at the
side ofany way. Every person operating a motorcycle or riding as a
passenger on a motorcycle or in a sidecar attached to a motorcycle
shall wear protective head gear conforming with such minimum
standards of construction and performance as the registrar may
prescribe, and no person operating a motorcycle shall permit any
other person to ride as a passenger on such motorcycle or in a
sidecar attached to such motorcycle unless such passenger is
wearing such protective head gear. If a motorcycle is not equipped
with a windshield or screen, the operator of such motorcycle shall
wear eye glasses, goggles or a protective face shield when operating
such vehicle. Every motor vehicle truck with dump bodies shall be
equipped with an adequate audible warning system to alert the
operator when the dump body is in an upright and elevated
position.
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SECTION 2. Said section 7 of said chapter 90 is hereby further
amended by striking out the fourth paragraph, added by chapter
25 of the acts of 1974, and inserting in place thereof the following
paragraph:
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5 No person shall sell, offer for sale or install on, or in, any motor
5 vehicle or trailer, any component, device or substance, other than
7 quartz-halogen lights, which does not comply with the federal
8 motor vehicle safety standard, if any, established for such
9 component, device or substance. Nothing in this act shall prevent

10 the registrar from prescribing minimum standards for any
11 component, device, or substance for which no federal motor
12 vehicle safety standard is or has been established and no person
13 shall sell, offer for sale or install on, or in, any motor vehicle or
14 trailer, any such component, device or substance which does not
15 comply with the said standards so prescribed.
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